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Abstrat
We exhibit a Hopf superalgebra struture of the algebra of eld oper-
ators of quantum eld theory (QFT) with the normal produt. Based on
this we onstrut the operator produt and the time-ordered produt as a
twist deformation in the sense of Drinfeld. Our approah yields formulas
for (perturbative) produts and expetation values that allow for a signif-
iant enhanement in omputational eieny as ompared to traditional
methods. Employing Hopf algebra ohomology sheds new light on the
struture of QFT and allows the extension to interating (not neessarily
perturbative) QFT. We give a reonstrution theorem for time-ordered
produts in the spirit of Streater and Wightman and reover the distin-
tion between free and interating theory from a property of the underlying
oyle. We also demonstrate how non-trivial vaua are desribed in our
approah solving a problem in quantum hemistry.
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1 Introdution
The purpose of this artile is to present a new approah to the algebrai and
ombinatorial strutures at the heart of quantum eld theory (QFT). This ap-
proah has merits on the pratial as well as on the oneptual side. On the
pratial side it allows for a major omputational enhanement based on an
eient desription of the ombinatoris and on non-reursive losed formulae.
On the oneptual side it gives new insights into the algebrai struture of QFT.
We evidene this through appliations to non-perturbative QFT and non-trivial
vaua.
The starting point of our approah is the identiation of a Hopf algebrai
struture at the ore of QFT. That is, the algebra of eld operators with the
normal produt is a Hopf superalgebra. This means that besides the produt
there is a oprodut that desribes, intuitively speaking, the dierent ways in
whih a produt of eld operators might be partitioned into two sets. Indeed, it
is this oprodut that plays the key role in a losed desription of ombinatorial
strutures and that allows for omputationally eient algorithms. Another
key struture of the Hopf superalgebra is the ounit. This turns out to desribe
the standard vauum expetation value. Algebraially, this Hopf superalgebra
is the graded symmetri Hopf algebra (desribed in detail in Appendix A.3,
see also [1, Appendix 2℄). The oneptual origin of this Hopf superalgebra is
rather simple. Identifying the normal ordered produts with funtionals on eld
ongurations, the oprodut is indued by the linear addition of elds.
The seond main step onsists in identifying the standard anonial quan-
tization with a twist in the sense of Drinfeld [2℄. More preisely, the operator
produt emerges as a twist deformation of the normal produt. As is ommon
we deal here at rst with the free QFT. The twist is indued by a Laplae pair-
ing whih in turn is determined by a suitable propagator. Furthermore, the
time-ordered produt an be obtained similarly as a diret twist deformation
of the normal produt. In this ase, the Laplae pairing is determined by the
Feynman propagator. Sine vauum expetation values of time-ordered prod-
uts are the main ingredients of physial sattering amplitudes this allows the
use of our methods in atual alulations of physial quantities.
It is one of the basi fats in quantum eld theory that Wik's theorem re-
lates normal and time-ordered orrelation funtions [3, 4, 5℄. It was only reently
notied by Fauser that this transformation an be advantageously desribed in
Hopf algebrai terms [6, 7, 8℄. This is indeed a ruial ingredient of our on-
strution, whih allows us to prove that the twists yield the desired produts. In
partiular, we show that the Hopf algebrai Wik transformation an be applied
to yield the operator produt from the normal produt in a way analogous as
for the time-ordered produt.
Other aspets of our approah desribed so far are also present in the lit-
erature in dierent guises. Oekl used the (dual of the) present Hopf algebra
struture to generalize QFT [9, 10℄ to quantum group symmetries and the twist
to desribe QFT on nonommutative spaes [11℄. Borherds dened vertex alge-
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bras with quantum group methods [12, 13℄. In partiular, he uses a onstrution
similar to the twist in a related ontext. The researh of the present paper was
initiated by Brouder [14℄ and a preliminary presentation of parts of this work
was given in [15℄.
The losed formulae emerging in our framework failitate highly eient
omputations of produts and expetation values. This is mainly due to the
heavy use of the oprodut struture. Indeed, this is well known in ombina-
toris where Hopf algebrai methods are established for this purpose. We know
from omputer algebra alulations that preisely the tehniques employed en-
hane performane and that in a well dened sense no algorithm an ome
up with less terms, see [16, 17℄. While the twisted produts desribed so far
are the produts of the free QFT our framework is naturally ompatible with
the usual perturbation theory and thus appliable to it. This implies that the
omputational advantages diretly apply to perturbative QFT.
The third step onsists in exploiting the Hopf algebra ohomology theory
due to Sweedler, whih underlies the twisted produt [18℄. (In that work twisted
produts of the type used here where also introdued for the rst time.) Besides
aording oneptual insight this yields immediate pratial benets. Among
these is the realization of the time-ordering presription of QFT as an algebra
isomorphism. This in turn an be used on the omputational side.
The ohomologial point of view aords a further extension of our frame-
work. Signiantly, twisted produts an not only be dened with Laplae
pairings, but with 2-oyles, of whih Laplae pairings are only a speial ase.
Remarkably, it turns out that 2-oyles that are not Laplae pairings lead to
(non-perturbatively desribed) interating QFTs. Moreover, any QFT (with
polynomial elds) an be obtained in this way. A QFT is free if and only if the
2-oyle is a Laplae pairing.
A further appliation of the ohomology that we develop is to non-trivial
vaua. We show that hanging the hoie of vauum an also be enoded through
a twist. Indeed, it turns out that there is a duality or orrespondene between
the hoie of vauum and that of produt. We exemplify this result by solving
a problem posed by Kutzelnigg and Mukherjee [19℄ regarding adapted normal
produts in quantum hemistry. While they were able to give only examples
for low orders, our framework yields losed formulas for all orders. Our method
is apable of desribing ondensates too, as we know from [20℄.
Although we do not develop this point of view in the present paper, a twist in
the sense used here is automatially an (equivariant) deformation quantization.
Indeed, this was one of the original motivations for Drinfeld to introdue this
onept [21℄. This means that our approah is thus inherently onneted to the
deformation quantization approah to QFT. This approah starts also with the
normal ordered produt and views the other produts as deformations of it. See
the reent paper by Hirshfeld and Henselder [22℄.
The paper is roughly divided into three parts. The rst, onsisting of Se-
tion 2 starts by introduing a few essential mathematial onepts. Then, the
Hopf algebra struture of the normal ordered eld operators is developed. Next,
the operator and time-ordered produts are onstruted as twisted produts in-
dued by Laplae pairings. We nish the setion with losed formulas for Wik
expansions, the various produts and expetation values showing the pratial
eieny of the framework. This part of the paper is intended for a broad
audiene and should be readable without prior familiarity with Hopf algebras.
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The seond part of the paper onsists of Setion 3. Here we go deeper
into the underlying mathematis, starting with a brief review of Hopf algebra
ohomology and Drinfeld twisting. Then we turn to the impliations for QFT.
In partiular, we desribe the ohomologial understanding of the operator and
time-ordered produt as twisted produts. Among other pratial onsequenes
we derive the time-ordering operation as an algebra isomorphism.
The third part of the paper presents further results emerging from the o-
homologial insights. It onsists of Setions 4 and 5. In Setion 4 interations
are treated. Firstly, we show that our framework is ompatible with perturba-
tion theory and thus allows the appliation of our methods there. Seondly, we
onsider general (and not neessarily perturbative) quantum eld theory and
show that our framework naturally extends to it. In partiular, we present
the reonstrution theorem that allows to desribe any (linear and polynomial)
QFT through a 2-oyle. In Setion 5 we show how hoosing non-trivial vaua
an be naturally expressed in our framework. Moreover, we demonstrate the
eient solution of a problem arising in quantum hemistry with our approah.
After onlusions and outlook the paper ends with two Appendies. Ap-
pendix A gives some elementary denitions on Hopf superalgebras and in par-
tiular the graded symmetri Hopf superalgebra that plays the ruial role in
this paper. The terminology of Hopf ∗-superalgebras is not unique and even
in general inompatible between dierent soures. So a further value of this
appendix is that it ollets in a oherent and ompatible way notions sattered
in the literature. Appendix B onsists rstly of a short desription of the oho-
mology groups in the bosoni ase and seondly of the more tehnial proofs of
Propositions and Lemmas appearing in the main text.
We refer readers who wish to know more about Hopf algebras and quantum
group theory to [23℄ and [24℄. The latter referene is partiularly suitable for
the ohomology theory and the twist onstrution.
2 Free quantum eld theory
2.1 Mathematial basis
We start in this setion by introduing a few mathematial onepts that will
be required throughout the artile. These are, apart from Hopf (super)algebras,
the Laplae pairing and the twisted produt. It should be possible even for the
reader without previous experiene with Hopf algebras to follow the main steps
of Setion 2. Indeed, a rst reading should be possible without paying too muh
attention to the details of denitions.
2.1.1 Hopf ∗-superalgebra
Reall that a Hopf algebra H , besides being an assoiative algebra with a unit,
has a oassoiative oprodut ∆ : H → H ⊗ H , a ounit ε : H → C and an
antipode γ : H → H , satisfying ompatibility onditions. By denition the
oprodut of an element a of H an always be written as a (non-unique) linear
ombination of the form ∆a =
∑
i a
′
i ⊗ a′′i . In order to avoid the prolifera-
tion of indies it is ustomary to use Sweedler's notation for this, i.e. we write
∆a =
∑
a(1) ⊗ a(2). Due to the oassoiativity Sweedler's notation extends un-
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ambiguously to multiple oproduts as follows:
∑
(a(1))(1) ⊗ (a(1))(2) ⊗ a(2) =∑
a(1) ⊗ (a(2))(1) ⊗ (a(2))(2) =
∑
a(1) ⊗ a(2) ⊗ a(3) et.
A superalgebra A is a Z2-graded algebra so that |ab| = |a| + |b| modulo 2
where |a| denotes the parity of the element a, |a| = 0 if it is even (bosoni)
and |a| = 1 if it is odd (fermioni). A Hopf superalgebra is a superalgebra with
unit and Z2-graded oprodut, ounit and antipode. A ∗-(super)algebra is a
(super)algebra A with an antilinear map ∗ : A → A suh that (ab)∗ = b∗a∗.
A Hopf ∗-superalgebra is a Hopf superalgebra and ∗-superalgebra where the
∗-struture is ompatible with oprodut, ounit and antipode.
We refer the reader who is not familiar with these notions or wishes to reall
their details to the Appendix A, where the omplete denitions are given on an
elementary level.
2.1.2 Laplae pairing
We introdue now the onept of Laplae pairing whih is relevant to interpret
Wik's theorem in terms of Hopf superalgebras.
Let H be a Hopf superalgebra that we require to be graded oommutative.
That is, the oprodut satises a(1) ⊗ a(2) = (−1)|a(1)||a(2)|a(2) ⊗ a(1). A pairing
on H is a linear map (·|·) : H ⊗H → C. It is alled even if (a|b) = 0 when the
parities of a and b are dierent. A Laplae pairing1 on H is an even pairing on
H suh that the produt and the oprodut are dual in the sense that
(aa′|b) =
∑
(−1)|a′| |b(1)|(a|b(1))(a′|b(2)), (1)
(a|bb′) =
∑
(−1)|a(2)| |b|(a(1)|b)(a(2)|b′), (2)
and the unit and ounit are dual as follows,
(1|a) = (a|1) = ε(a). (3)
2.1.3 Twisted produt
A Laplae pairing on H an be used to deform the produt of H . Sweedler [18℄
dened the twisted produt on H , whih we denote by ◦, as2
a ◦ b =
∑
(−1)|a(2)| |b(1)| (a(1)|b(1))a(2)b(2) (4)
The twisted produt ◦ is assoiative, and 1 is also the unit for ◦. As we shall
see later, this twisted produt yields an elegant way to write Wik's theorem.
From the mathematial point of view, this arbitrary seeming denition an be
understood as a speial ase of the more fundamental Drinfeld twist disussed
in Setion 3.2.
Notie also that the twisted produt is not ompatible with the oprodut:
in general ∆(a ◦ b) 6=∑(−1)|b(1)||a(2)|(a(1) ◦ b(1))⊗ (a(2) ◦ b(2)).
1
This name was given by Rota some time ago [25, 26℄, beause equations (1) and (2)
are an elegant way of writing the Laplae identities for determinants. Equation (1) is alled
expansion by rows and equation (2) expansion by olumns. They express the determinant in
terms of minors (see Ref. [27℄ p.26 and Ref. [28℄ p.93) and were derived by Laplae in 1772
[29℄.
2
Sweedler onsidered only the bosoni ase. He alled the produt a rossed produt and
his denition was somewhat more general (in a dierent diretion).
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2.2 The Hopf superalgebra of reation and annihilation
operators
In this setion, we dene the Hopf superalgebra of reation and annihilation
operators. The fermion and boson reation and annihilation operators will be
treated in a unied way. Normal produts of reation and annihilation opera-
tors form a well-known graded ommutative superalgebra, alled the symmetri
superalgebra (see Appendix A). In this setion, we dene a oprodut and a
ounit whih are ompatible with the normal produt, and we equip the nor-
mal produts of operators with the struture of a Hopf superalgebra. The Hopf
superalgebra of reation and annihilation operators will be used to dene the
Hopf superalgebra of quantum elds.
We rst denote by ϕ(x; s) the solutions of the lassial eld equations (e.g.
the lassial Klein-Gordon, Dira or Maxwell equations). The solution ϕ(x; s) is
a funtion of the spaetime variable x and s indexes the solutions of the lassial
eld equations. In the vauum, s is the 3-momentum k for salar elds. For
Dira elds there are positive energy solutions ϕ>(x, s) with s = (k, α) and
α = 1, 2 for up and down spin states and negative energy solutions ϕ<(x, s)
with s = (k, α) and α = 1, 2 for up and down spin states. For the lassial eld
equations in an external potential, s is a disrete index for the bound state and
a ontinuous index for the sattering states. For x = (0, r), the set of funtions
ϕ(x; s) is assumed to form a suitable spae of funtions of r. The funtions
ϕ(x; s) will be used to dene quantum elds.
2.2.1 The superalgebra struture
The reation and annihilation operators are denoted by a†(s) and a(s), respe-
tively. They reate and annihilate a partile in the state s. They are operators
ating on a Fok spae F and their preise denition is given in ref. [30℄ p.218.
The normalized state of F orresponding to no partiles is alled the vauum
and denoted by |0〉. The parity of these operators is |a(s)| = |a†(s)| = 1 for a
fermion eld and |a(s)| = |a†(s)| = 0 for a boson eld. The operator produt of
two operators u and v is written uv. The (anti)ommutation relations among
reation operators and among annihilation operators of bosons (fermions) [31℄
an be summarized as
a(s)a(s′) = (−1)|a(s)||a(s′)|a(s′)a(s),
a†(s)a†(s′) = (−1)|a†(s)||a†(s′)|a†(s′)a†(s). (5)
These equations mean that two annihilation operators or two reation operators
ommute for bosons, antiommute for fermions and ommute for a boson and a
fermion.
The superalgebra AˆN of normal produts is generated as a vetor spae by
produts of reation operators on the left of produts of annihilation operators.
For example u = a†(s1) . . . a
†(sm)a(sm+1) . . . a(sm+n) is an element of AˆN . The
parity of u is |u| = |a†(s1)|+ · · ·+ |a†(sm)|+ |a(sm+1)|+ · · ·+ |a(sm+n)| modulo
2. The element given by m = 0 and n = 0 in this example is the unit oper-
ator denoted by 1. The produt in AˆN is the normal produt. In quantum
eld theory, the normal produt of two elements u and v is denoted by :uv:
but this notation beomes umbersome when we manipulate various produts
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of several elds, so we prefer to denote the normal produt by u∨v, whih is the
standard mathematial notation for a graded-ommutative produt. The nor-
mal produt is dened by a†(s)∨a†(s′) = a†(s)a†(s′), a†(s)∨a(s′) = a†(s)a(s′),
a(s)∨a†(s′) = (−1)|a(s)||a†(s′)|a†(s′)a(s), a(s)∨a(s′) = a(s)a(s′) and extended to
AˆN by assoiativity and linearity. From the denition of the normal produt
and the relations (5), we see that if u and v are in AˆN , u∨v = (−1)|u||v|v∨u.
That is, the normal produt is graded ommutative. Hene, the superalgebra
AˆN is a graded-ommutative assoiative superalgebra with unit 1. These results
an be summarized in the following proposition
Proposition 2.1. If Vˆ is the vetor spae generated by a(s) and a†(s) (for all
s), the superalgebra AˆN of normal produts has the struture of the symmetri
superalgebra Sym(Vˆ ).
The symmetri superalgebra Sym(Vˆ ) is desribed in Appendix A. If the
theory ontains bosons and fermions the vetor spae Vˆ generated by a(s) and
a†(s) for all s an be written as Vˆ = Vˆ0 ⊕ Vˆ1, where Vˆ0 is generated by the
boson operators and Vˆ1 by the fermion operators.
From Appendix A we know that Sym(Vˆ ) has the struture of a Hopf super-
algebra. Thus, the superalgebra of reation and annihilation operators has a
Hopf superalgebra struture that will be disussed in the next setion. For later
onveniene, we distinguish the superalgebra AˆN of reation and annihilation
operators without the full Hopf struture, and the Hopf superalgebra of reation
and annihilation operators, that we denote by Hˆ.
2.2.2 The Hopf ∗-superalgebra struture
Starting from the Hopf superalgebra Sym(Vˆ ), we see that the oprodut of
the Hopf superalgebra Hˆ of reation and annihilation operators is dened by
∆1 = 1 ⊗ 1, ∆a(s) = a(s) ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ a(s), ∆a†(s) = a†(s) ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ a†(s) on
Vˆ and extended to Hˆ by ∆(u∨v) =
∑
(−1)|u(2)||v(1)|(u(1)∨v(1))⊗ (u(2)∨v(2)). For
example, if a = a(s), b = a(s′) and c = a(s′′),
∆(a∨b) = (a∨b)⊗ 1 + a⊗ b+ (−1)|a||b|b⊗ a+ 1⊗ (a∨b),
∆(a∨b∨c) = 1⊗ a∨b∨c+ a⊗ b∨c+ (−1)|a||b|b ⊗ a∨c
+(−1)|a||c|+|b||c|c⊗ a∨b+ a∨b ⊗ c+ (−1)|b||c|a∨c⊗ b
+(−1)|a||b|+|a||c|b∨c⊗ a+ a∨b∨c⊗ 1.
In general
∆(u1∨ . . .∨un) =
∑
(−1)F u1
(1)
∨ . . .∨un
(1)
⊗ u1
(2)
∨ . . . ∨un
(2)
for any u1, . . . , un ∈ Hˆ and with F =∑nk=2∑k−1l=1 |uk(1)||ul(2)|.
In partiular, if a1, . . . , an are reation or annihilation operators, the oprod-
ut of a1∨ . . . ∨an is given by equation (36) of Appendix A.3.
The ounit of Hˆ is dened by ε(1) = 1, ε(a(s)) = 0 and ε(a†(s)) = 0
and extended to Hˆ by ε(u∨v) = ε(u)ε(v) for any u and v in Hˆ . Therefore
ε(u) = 0 if u = a†(s1) . . . a
†(sm)a(sm+1) . . . a(sm+n) for m > 0 or n > 0. The
relation between Hopf algebra and quantum eld onepts is strengthened by
the following
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Proposition 2.2. For any normal produt, i.e. any element u ∈ Hˆ, the ounit
is equal to the vauum expetation value: ε(u) = 〈0|u|0〉.
To show this, we evaluate ǫ(u) and 〈0|u|0〉 for all elements of a basis of Hˆ .
The proposition is true for the unit beause ε(1) = 1 = 〈0|1|0〉. Take now a
basis element of Hˆ u = a†(s1) . . . a
†(sm)a(sm+1) . . . a(sm+n) form > 0 or n > 0.
Then ε(u) = 0 = 〈0|u|0〉. The result follows for all elements of Hˆ by linearity
of the ounit and of the vauum expetation value. This relation between the
ounit and the expetation value over the vauum was already pointed out in
[6℄.
To omplete the desription of the Hopf superalgebra Hˆ , we dene its an-
tipode by γ
(
a#(s1)∨ . . .∨a
#(sn)
)
= (−1)na#(s1)∨ . . . ∨a#(sn), where a#(si)
stands for a†(si) or a(si). Moreover, Hˆ has a ∗-struture generated by a(s)∗ =
a†(s).
2.3 The Hopf superalgebra of eld operators
The operators used in the superalgebra AˆN of normal produts are independent
of spae and time, they are indexed by the solutions of the lassial equation.
Now we introdue spae- and time-dependent eld operators for Dira and salar
elds. An exellent desription of eld operators an be found in [30℄.
2.3.1 The eld operators
To dene the Dira eld operator, we need to split the set of solutions of the
Dira equation into two groups, the positive energy states ϕ>(x; s) and the
negative energy states ϕ<(x, s). The solutions with positive energy are ϕ>(x;n)
with energy En < m (where m is the eletron mass) for bound states and
ϕ>(x;k, α) with energy ωk =
√
k · k+m2 for ontinuum states. The solutions
with negative energy are assumed to be always ontinuum states ϕ<(x;k, α)
with energy −ωk.
The Dira eld operator is dened by [31℄
ψ(x) =
∑
n
ϕ>(x;n)bn +
∫
dµ(k)
2∑
α=1
ϕ>(x;k, α)bα(k) + ϕ<(x;k, α)d
†
α(k).
In this expression, dµ(k) = m/(8π3ωk)dk. Its Dira adjoint is
ψ(x) =
∑
n
ϕ¯>(x;n)b
†
n +
∫
dµ(k)
2∑
α=1
ϕ¯>(x;k, α)b
†
α(k) + ϕ¯<(x;k, α)dα(k).
with ϕ¯ = ϕ†γ0 [31℄, where ϕ† is the adjoint of the spinor ϕ. The reation
and annihilation operators are b†n and bn for bound states, b
†
α(k) and bα(k)
for positive energy sattering states and d†α(k) and dα(k) for negative energy
sattering states.
For a neutral salar eld φ(x) in the vauum, the onstrution is simpler
φ(x) =
∫ (
ϕ(x;k)a(k) + ϕ†(x;k)a†(k)
)
dµ(k).
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2.3.2 The Hopf superalgebra of elds
We dene V as the vetor spae generated by the free elds (e.g. ψ(x), ψ(x) and
Aµ(x) for all x in quantum eletrodynamis). Then the Hopf superalgebra Hˆ =
Sym(Vˆ ) extends to a Hopf superalgebra struture on H = Sym(V ). The normal
produt of reation and annihilation operators extends to a normal produt of
elds, also denoted by ∨. For example
φ(x)∨φ(y) =
∫
dµ(k)dµ(q)
(
ϕ†(x;k)ϕ(y;q)a†(k)∨a(q)
+ϕ†(x;k)ϕ†(y;q)a†(k)∨a†(q) + ϕ(x;k)ϕ(y;q)a(k)∨a(q)
+ϕ(x;k)ϕ†(y;q)a(k)∨a†(q)
)
.
The oprodut is extended from the oprodut of Hˆ . This extension uses
the fat that the transformation from Vˆ to V is linear. For example
∆Aµ(x) = Aµ(x)⊗ 1 + 1⊗Aµ(x),
∆ψ(x) = ψ(x) ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ψ(x),
∆
(
ψ(x)∨ψ(y)
)
= ψ(x)∨ψ(y)⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ψ(x)∨ψ(y) + ψ(x) ⊗ ψ(y)
−ψ(y)⊗ ψ(x).
The ounit of H is extended from the ounit of Hˆ . Thus, ε(φ(x)) = ε(ψ(x)) =
ε(ψ(x)) = 0. The antipode is dened by γ(u) = (−1)nu if u is the normal
produt of n elements of V , and extended to H by linearity. H is a graded
ommutative and graded oommutative Hopf superalgebra.
The ∗-struture of quantum eld operators is dedued from the ∗-struture
on reation and annihilation operators a(s)∗ = a†(s). It gives φ(x)∗ = φ(x)
for a neutral salar eld and ψ(x)∗ = ψ†(x) = ψ(x)γ0 and ψ(x)∗ = γ0ψ(x) for
Dira elds. The ∗-struture is related to the harge onjugation operator C of
Dira elds by Cψ(x)C† = iγ2ψ(x)∗ (see [31℄).
2.4 Operator and time-ordered produt of eld operators
In this setion we show that, by properly hoosing the Laplae pairing, we an
twist the normal produt into the operator produt or the time-ordered produt.
The twisted produt on Hˆ or H is given by equation (4). From the oprodut
of these Hopf superalgebras and the denition (4) of the twisted produt, we
obtain the following simple examples, valid for a, b and c in Vˆ (or V ).
a ◦ b = a∨b+ (a|b), (6)
(a∨b) ◦ c = a∨b∨c+ (−1)|b||c|(a|c)b+ (−1)|a||b|+|a||c|(b|c)a,
a ◦ (b∨c) = a∨b∨c+ (−1)|b||c|(a|c)b+ (a|b)c,
a ◦ b ◦ c = a∨b∨c+ (a|b)c+ (−1)|b||c|(a|c)b + (−1)|a||b|+|a||c|(b|c)a.
Now we are going to speify the Laplae pairings relevant to the algebra of
normal produts Hˆ and the algebra of elds H .
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2.4.1 The algebra of operator produts AˆO
We all Wightman pairing the Laplae pairing dened as follows. For a salar
eld in the vauum the Wightman pairing is
(a(k)|a†(q))+ = δ(k − q)
ρ(k)
, (7)
where ρ(k) = (2π)−3m/
√
k · k+m2, all the other pairings being zero. For Dira
elds we have
(bn|b†p)+ = δnp,
(bα(k)|b†β(q))+ = (dα(k)|d†β(q))+ = δαβ
δ(k− q)
ρ(k)
,
all the other pairings being zero. This Wightman pairing twists the normal
produt into the operator produt and the algebra AˆN beomes the algebra
AˆO. But we need rst to prove the following proposition
Proposition 2.3. The twisted produt dened by the Wightman pairing is equal
to the operator produt: for any elements u and v of AˆN , u ◦ v = uv.
For the ase of a salar eld, we are going to show that the operator produt
of two elements u and v of AˆN is equal to the twisted produt of these elements
with the Wightman pairing (7). The proof for Dira elds is analogous.
For two operators a and b, where a = a(s) or a = a†(s) and b = a(s)
or b = a†(s′), equation (6) tells us that a ◦ b = a∨b + (a|b)+. On the other
hand we know from Wik's theorem [31℄ that the operator produt satises
ab = a∨b+ 〈0|ab|0〉 (reall that a∨b = :ab:). The Wightman pairing was dened
preisely so that (a|b)+ = 〈0|ab|0〉, thus a ◦ b = ab. This equality is valid for
any elements a and b in Vˆ , the vetor spae generated by a(s) and a†(s).
We must now prove that uv = u ◦ v for any u and v in AˆN . This is done
by using Wik's theorem [3℄. Wik's theorem is very well known, so we reall it
only briey. It states that the operator produt of some elements of Vˆ is equal
to the sum over all possible pairs of ontrations (see e.g. [32℄ p.209, [33℄ p.261,
[34℄ p.85). A ontration
3 ab is the dierene between the operator produt
and the normal produt. ab = ab− a∨b, so that ab = 〈0|ab|0〉 = (a|b)+.
If u = a1∨ . . . ∨an, Wik's theorem for bosons is proved reursively from the
following identity [3℄:
ub = u∨b+
n∑
j=1
(aj |b)+ a1∨ . . . ∨aj−1∨aj+1∨ . . . ∨an. (8)
Thus, to show that u ◦ b = ub we must reover equation (8) from our denition.
In other words, we must prove
u ◦ b = u∨b+
n∑
j=1
(aj |b)+ a1∨ . . . ∨aj−1∨aj+1∨ . . .∨an. (9)
3
Contrations were rst used by Houriet and Kind [35℄.
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To show this, we make a reursive proof with respet to the degree of u. We
reall that an element has degree k if it an be written as the normal produt
of k reation or annihilation operators (see setion A.1). We use the denition
(4) of the twisted produt and the fat that ∆b = b⊗ 1 + 1⊗ b to nd
u ◦ b = u∨b+
∑
(u(1)|b)+u(2). (10)
The Wightman pairing (u(1)|b)+ is zero if u(1) is not of degree 1. Aording to
equation (36) for ∆u, this happens only for the (1, n−1)-shues. By denition,
a (1, n− 1)-shue is a permutation σ of (1, . . . , n) suh that σ(2) < · · · < σ(n),
and the orresponding terms in the oprodut of ∆u are
n∑
j=1
aj ⊗ a1∨ . . . ∨aj−1∨aj+1∨ . . . ∨an.
Thus, we reover (9) from the Laplae identity (10) and the twisted produt
of u and b is the operator produt of u and b. By linearity of the twisted and
operator produts, this an be extended to any element of AˆN and we have
u ◦ b = ub for any u in AˆN and any b ∈ Vˆ . A similar argument leads to
a ◦ u = au, (11)
for any a in Vˆ and any u in AˆN . Now we proeed by indution. Assume
that u ◦ v = uv for any v ∈ AˆN and for u of degree k ≤ n. We take now
an element u of degree n and we alulate (a∨u) ◦ v where a is in Vˆ . We use
a∨u = a ◦ u−∑(a|u(1))+u(2) and we write
(a∨u) ◦ v = (a ◦ u) ◦ v −
∑
(a|u(1))+u(2) ◦ v
= a ◦ (u ◦ v)−
∑
(a|u(1))+u(2) ◦ v
= a ◦ (uv)−
∑
(a|u(1))+u(2)v = auv −
∑
(a|u(1))+u(2)v,
by assoiativity of the twisted produt and beause of the reursion hypothesis
and equation (11). By assoiativity of the operator produt this an be rewritten
(a∨u) ◦ v = (au−
∑
(a|u(1))+u(2))v = (a ◦ u−
∑
(a|u(1))+u(2))v
= (a∨u)v.
Therefore u◦v = uv if u is of degree n+1. By indution, this prove that u◦v = uv
for an element u of any degree. By linearity, this shows that u ◦ v = uv for any
u and v in AˆN and the property is proved for bosons.
Adding the proper signs, the same proof shows that u◦v = uv if AˆN ontains
boson and fermion elds.
2.4.2 Operator twisting of the algebra of elds
The Wightman pairing (|)+ on the algebra AˆN of normal produts extends to a
Laplae pairing (|)+ on the algebra of elds AN , that we also all the Wightman
pairing. For salar elds we obtain
(φ(x)|φ(y))+ =
∫
ϕ(x;k)†ϕ(y;k)dµ(k),
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whih an again be dened as (φ(x)|φ(y))+ = 〈0|φ(x)φ(y)|0〉. The Wightman
pairing for the produt of Dira elds is
(ψ(x)|ψ(y))+ =
∑
n
ϕ>(x;n)ϕ¯>(y;n) +
2∑
α=1
∫
ϕ>(x;k, α)ϕ¯>(y;k, α)dµ(k),
(ψ(x)|ψ(y))+ =
2∑
α=1
∫
ϕ<(x;k, α)ϕ¯<(y;k, α)dµ(k),
(ψ(x)|ψ(y))+ = 0, (ψ(x)|ψ(y))+ = 0.
For salar elds in the vauum this gives us
(φ(x)|φ(y))+ =
∫
dk
(2π)32ωk
e−ip·(x−y)
=
∫
d4p
(2π)3
δ(p2 −m2)θ(p0)e−ip·(x−y).
For Dira elds in the vauum
(ψ(x)|ψ(y))+ =
∫
dp
(2π)3
δ(p2 −m)θ(p0)(γ · p+m)e−ip·(x−y),
(ψ(x)|ψ(y))+ = −
∫
dp
(2π)3
δ(p2 −m)θ(−p0)(γ · p+m)e−ip·(x−y).
The proof of Proposition 2.3 an be repeated to show that
Proposition 2.4. The twisted produt dened by the Wightman pairing is equal
to the operator produt of elds: for any elements u and v of AN , u ◦ v = uv.
Therefore, the Wightman pairing twists the algebra AN of normal produts
of elds into the algebra AO of operator produts of elds. Notie that the Dira
operator D = iγ · ∂x −m annihilates the Wightman pairing: D(ψ(x)|ψ(y))+ =
D(ψ(x)|ψ(y))+ = 0.
2.4.3 Time-ordered twisting of the algebra of elds
We all Feynman pairing the Laplae pairing dened by
(φ(x)|φ(y))F = θ(x0 − y0)(φ(x)|φ(y))+ + θ(y0 − x0)(φ(y)|φ(x))+ ,
for salar elds and
(ψξ(x)|ψξ′(y))F = −(ψξ′(y)|ψξ(x))F
= θ(x0 − y0)(ψξ(x)|ψξ′(y))+ − θ(y0 − x0)(ψξ′(y)|ψξ(x))+,
(ψ(x)|ψ(y))F = 0, (ψ(x)|ψ(y))F = 0,
for Dira elds. The Feynman pairing is proportional to the Feynman propaga-
tor: (ψ(x)|ψ(y))F = iSF (x − y). In the vauum
(ψ(x)|ψ(y))F = i
∫
dk
(2π)4
e−ik·(x−y)
γ · k −m+ iǫ .
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The ation of the Dira operator on the Feynman pairing is D(ψ(x)|ψ(y))F =
iδ(x− y).
The time-ordered produt satises the same Wik theorem as the operator
produt [36℄. Thus the same proof an be used to show
Proposition 2.5. The twisted produt dened by the Feynman pairing is equal
to the time-ordered produt: for any elements u and v of AˆN , u ◦ v = T (uv).
Therefore, the Feynman pairing twists the algebra AN of normal produts
of elds into the algebra AT of time-ordered produts of elds. We saw that
the twisted produt is assoiative. Thus, the time-ordered produt of free elds
is assoiative. As far as we know, this property of time-ordered produts was
never pointed out expliitly.
2.4.4 ∗-struture and real Laplae pairings
The ∗-struture satises (u∨v)∗ = v∗∨u∗. A Laplae pairing is alled real (see
[24℄ p.55) when the orresponding twisted produt satises (u ◦ v)∗ = v∗ ◦ u∗.
In this setion we investigate the properties of a real Laplae pairing. First, it
an be shown that a Laplae pairing is real if and only if (u|v)∗ = (v∗|u∗).
In the ase of AˆO, it an be heked that the Wightman pairing (|)+ is real,
beause the density ρ(k) is real. For a neutral salar eld, φ(x)∗ = φ(x) and
(φ(x)|φ(y))∗+ = (φ(y)|φ(x))+. Thus, the Wightman pairing is real. Similarly, for
a Dira eld (ψ(x)|ψ(y))∗+ = (ψ(y)∗|ψ(x)∗)+. Thus, these Wightman pairings
are real and we have (uv)∗ = v∗u∗, whih is the expeted behaviour of operator
produts.
The Feynman pairing (|)F orresponding to the time-ordered produt is not
real. However, the ∗-operation is still important beause it is related to the
time-reversal symmetry (see Setion 3.3.4).
2.4.5 Closed formulas for Wik expansion and expetation values
We present here the appliation of the Hopf algebra approah to the alulation
of iterated produts and their vauum expetation values. Similar results were
obtained for the bosoni ase in [37℄. To state these results we rst need to
dene the powers ∆k of the oprodut as ∆0a = a, ∆1a = ∆a and ∆k+1a =
(id⊗ · · · ⊗ id⊗∆)∆ka. Their ation is denoted by ∆ka =∑ a(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ a(k+1).
For the vauum expetation values we have now
Proposition 2.6. For u1, . . . , un in Hˆ or H we have
ε(u1 ◦ · · · ◦ un) =
∑
(u)
(−1)Fn
n∏
j=2
j−1∏
l=1
(ul
(j−1)
|uj(l)), (12)
where the index (u) means that we sum over the required powers of the oproduts
of u1, . . . , un and where
Fn =
n∑
i=3
i−1∑
j=1
i−1∑
k=2
k−1∑
l=1
|uk
(j)
||ui
(l)
|.
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In the ase of the time-ordered produt of quantum elds, the right hand
side of equation (12) is written as a sum of Feynman diagrams. Our formula
is also valid for the vauum expetation value of the operator produt of elds.
An example of the appliation of this formula to salar elds was given in [37℄.
For the Wik expansion of operator produts or time-ordered produts of
elds, we have the
Proposition 2.7. For u1, . . . , un in Hˆ or H we have
u1 ◦ · · · ◦ un =
∑
(u)
(−1)F (u) ε(u1
(1)
◦ · · · ◦ un
(1)
)u1
(2)
∨ . . . ∨un
(2)
, (13)
where
F (u) =
n∑
k=2
k−1∑
l=1
|uk
(1)
||ul
(2)
|. (14)
In perturbative quantum eld theory, this equation is used for the alulation
of the S-matrix: the produt ◦ is then the time-ordered produt and u1 = · · · =
un = L, where L is the interation Lagrangian of the theory. As an example,
we onsider the Lagrangian for the φn theory: L(x) = φn(x), where φn(x)
denotes the normal produt of n elds φ(x). The binomial formula gives us the
oprodut of L(x):
∆φn(x) =
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
φk(x) ⊗ φn−k(x),
and equation (13) beomes, in the usual notation
T
(
φn1(x1) . . . φ
nm(xm)
)
=
n1∑
i1=0
· · ·
nm∑
im=0
(
n1
i1
)
. . .
(
nm
im
)
〈0|T (φi1(x1) . . . φim(xm))|0〉:φn1−i1(x1) . . . φnm−im(xm):,
where T is the time-ordering operator and :u: stands for the normal produt.
This equation an be found, for example in refs. [38, 39℄. Our equation (13) is
more ompat and muh more general: it is valid for bosons and fermions, for
produts of any elements u of H (and not only of φn(x)), for operator produts
as well as time-ordered produts.
The proof of these formulas was given in [37℄ for bosoni elds, so we leave
to the reader the determination of the additional signs. However, we give the
main lemmas that lead to them.
Lemma 2.8. For u1, . . . , un and v1, . . . , vm in Hˆ or H we have
(u1∨ . . . ∨un|v1∨ . . . ∨vm) =
∑
(u)(v)
(−1)Fnm
n∏
i=1
m∏
j=1
(ui(j)|vj(i)), (15)
where the sign (−1)Fnm is given by
Fnm =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
∑
(u)
(
|ui
(j)
|2 +
i∑
k=1
j∑
l=1
|ui
(j)
||uk
(l)
|
)
.
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To obtain this equation, we used the fat that the Laplae pairing is even,
so that |ui
(j)| = |vj(i)|. Two speial ases are important [26℄: (i) when all ui and
vj are in Vˆ or V and are fermioni
(u1∨ . . . ∨un|v1∨ . . . ∨vm) = δm,n(−1)n(n−1)/2 det(ui|vj),
and (ii) when all ui and vj are in Vˆ or V and bosoni
(u1∨ . . . ∨un|v1∨ . . .∨vm) = δm,nperm(ui|vj),
where perm(ui|vj) is the permanent of the matrix (ui|vj).
To alulate iterated produts reursively we need the following identity:
Lemma 2.9. For u1, . . . , un in Hˆ or H,
∆(u1 ◦ · · · ◦ un) =
∑
(u)
(−1)F (u) u1
(1)
◦ · · · ◦ un
(1)
⊗ u1
(2)
∨ . . .∨un
(2)
, (16)
where F (u) is given by equation (14).
These results illustrate the power of Hopf algebra methods to derive expliit
expressions in quantum eld theory.
3 Cohomology
In this setion we unover some of the deeper mathematial strutures that
lie behind the twist onstrution of the time-ordered produt and the operator
produt. Prinipally, these are Sweedler's Hopf algebra ohomology and the
Drinfeld twist. These new insights in turn give us new tools for quantum eld
theory that will be exploited subsequently to desribe interations (Setion 4)
and non-trivial vaua (Setion 5).
3.1 Cohomology of Hopf superalgebras
In this setion we review the basis of Sweedler's ohomology theory of oom-
mutative Hopf algebras [18℄ generalized by Majid [24℄. We adapt it here to the
Hopf superalgebra ase.
3.1.1 Convolution produt
Let H be a Hopf superalgebra. Consider the set Ln(H) of even linear maps
H ⊗ · · · ⊗H → C on the n-fold tensor produt of H . A linear map χ is even if
χ(a1, . . . , an) = 0 when |a1|+ · · ·+ |an| is odd. Let φ and ψ be two even maps.
We dene their onvolution produt as the element in Ln(H) given by
(φ ⋆ ψ)(a1, . . . , an) =∑
(−1)
∑
n
k=2
∑k−1
l=1 |ak(1)||al(2)|φ(a1(1), . . . , an(1))ψ(a1(2), . . . , an(2)). (17)
For example, the produt of φ, ψ ∈ L1(H) reads simply
(φ ⋆ ψ)(a) =
∑
φ(a(1))ψ(a(2)).
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For φ, ψ ∈ L2(H) the produt is
(φ ⋆ ψ)(a, b) =
∑
(−1)|b(1)||a(2)|φ(a(1), b(1))ψ(a(2), b(2)).
The onvolution produt makes Ln(H) into an algebra. It is unital with the
unit given by e(a1, . . . , an) = ε(a1) · · · ε(an). Thus, a onvolution inverse for an
element χ ∈ Ln(H) is an element χ−1 ∈ Ln(H) suh that χ⋆χ−1 = χ−1 ⋆χ = e.
3.1.2 Cohains and oboundary
An n-ohain is an element χ ∈ Ln(H) suh that χ is onvolution invertible and
ounital. Counitality is the property
χ(a1, . . . , ai−1, 1, ai+1, . . . , an) = ε(a1) · · · ε(ai−1)ε(ai+1) · · · ε(an), (18)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We denote by Cn(H) the set of n-ohains on H . The set
Cn(H) forms a group with the onvolution produt. The unit element is the
ohain e(a1, . . . , an) = ε(a1) · · · ε(an).
For i = 0, . . . n+ 1 onsider the maps ∂ni : C
n(H)→ Cn+1(H) dened by
(∂ni χ)(a1, . . . , an+1) = χ(a1, . . . , aiai+1, . . . , an+1) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
(∂n0 χ)(a1, · · · , an+1) = ε(a1)χ(a2, . . . , an+1),
(∂nn+1χ)(a1, . . . , an+1) = χ(a1, . . . , an)ε(an+1).
The map ∂n : Cn(H)→ Cn+1(H) dened by
∂nχ = (∂n0 χ) ⋆ (∂
n
2 χ) ⋆ · · · ⋆ (∂n1 χ−1) ⋆ (∂n3 χ−1) ⋆ · · · (19)
is alled the oboundary map.
4
For example,
∂1χ(a, b) =
∑
χ(a(1))χ(b(1))χ
−1(a(2)b(2)), (20)
∂2χ(a, b, c) =
∑
(−1)|a(1)||a(2)|+|c(2)||b(3)|+|b(1)||b(2)|
(−1)|b(1)||b(3)|+|b(1)||b(4)|+|b(2)||b(4)|+|b(3)||b(4)|
χ(b(1), c(1))χ(a(1), b(2)c(2))χ
−1(a(2)b(3), c(3))χ
−1(a(3), b(4)).(21)
We usually write just ∂ instead of ∂n.
3.1.3 Cohomology groups
An n-ohain χ with the property ∂χ = e is alled an n-oyle. The oyles
from a subset Zn(H) of Cn(H). Expliitly, the oyle ondition for a 1-ohain
omes out as
χ(a)χ(b) = χ(ab), (22)
while the 2-oyle ondition an be written as∑
(−1)|b(2)||c(1)|χ(b(1), c(1))χ(a, b(2)c(2)) =∑
(−1)|a(2)||b(1)|χ(a(1), b(1))χ(a(2)b(2), c). (23)
4
Note that the group operation appearing in the denition of the oboundary map is not
the vetor spae addition as e.g. in Hohshild ohomology. Nevertheless, in order to give rise
to a ohomology the group operation has to be abelian, see below.
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An n-ohain χ that arises from an (n − 1)-ohain ξ as χ = ∂ξ is alled an
n-oboundary. The oboundaries also form a subset Bn(H) of Cn(H).
Now assume that H is graded oommutative. The onvolution produt is
then ommutative and Cn(H) is an Abelian group. Furthermore ∂ beomes a
group homomorphism and both Zn(H) and Bn(H) beome groups. Moreover,
we then have
∂∂ξ = e,
so that an n-oboundary is in partiular an n-oyle. ThusBn(H) is a subgroup
of Zn(H) and we an form the quotient group Hn(H) = Zn(H)/Bn(H). This
is alled the nth ohomology group of H .5
3.2 Drinfeld twist
In this setion we review basi properties of Drinfeld twists due to Drinfeld [2℄
and Sweedler [18℄. We present a version adapted to Hopf superalgebras.
We rst reall the notions of omodule (representation) and omodule su-
peralgebra. A (left) omodule of a Hopf algebra H is a vetor spae A together
with a linear map β : A → H ⊗ A suh that (id ⊗ β) ◦ β = (∆ ⊗ id) ◦ β and
(ε ⊗ id) ◦ β = id. β is alled a oation. For oations we also use a modied
version of Sweedler's notation with the omponent in the omodule underlined,
β(a) =
∑
a(1) ⊗ a(2).
Consider a omodule A of H that is at the same time a superalgebra. It
is alled a omodule superalgebra of H if produt (denoted by ·) and omodule
struture satisfy the following ompatibility ondition:∑
(a · b)(1) ⊗ (a · b)(2) =
∑
(−1)|b(1)||a(2)|a(1)b(1) ⊗ a(2) · b(2).
3.2.1 Twisting Hopf superalgebras and omodules
Let H be a Hopf superalgebra and χ ∈ Z2(H) a 2-oyle on H . There is a
new Hopf superalgebra Hχ, the twist of H by χ. Hχ has the same unit, ounit
and oprodut as H but a dierent produt and antipode. The new produt is
given by
a • b =
∑
(−1)|b(1)|(|a(2)|+|a(3)|)+|b(2)||a(3)|
χ(a(1), b(1))a(2)b(2)χ
−1(a(3), b(3)). (24)
It turns out that a twist an be applied not only to the Hopf superalgebra
itself but also to its omodules.
6
If a omodule A is a omodule superalge-
bra the twist aets its superalgebra struture. A is twisted into a omodule
superalgebra Aχ of Hχ with the new assoiative produt ◦ dened by
a ◦ b =
∑
(−1)|b(1)||a(2)|χ(a(1), b(1))a(2) · b(2). (25)
5
Of ourse only in this ase of graded oommutativity the word ohomology is fully
justied. Indeed this is the only situation of interest in the present paper. However, important
elements of the ohomology remain appliable in the ase of non (graded) oommutative Hopf
algebras.
6
The twist gives rise to an equivalene of the monoidal ategories of omodules of H and
Hχ [2℄. This is explained in detail in [10℄.
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If H is graded oommutative, its produt remains unmodied under a twist
and Hχ is the same as H . However, this is not true for a omodule superalgebra
A of H . In general Aχ is dierent from A even in the graded oommutative
ase. Indeed, the dierene between twisted omodule superalgebras is related
to the ohomology of H as follows:
Proposition 3.1. Let H be a graded oommutative Hopf superalgebra, A a
left H-omodule superalgebra and η, χ ∈ Z2(H). If η and χ are ohomologous
in the sense of η = ∂ρ ⋆ χ for ρ ∈ C1(H), then Aη and Aχ are isomorphi as
omodule superalgebras. An isomorphism T : Aη → Aχ is expliitly given by
T (a) =
∑
ρ(a(1))a(2).
If A = H with the oation given by the oprodut, the onverse is also true.
That is, if Aη and Aχ are isomorphi as omodule superalgebras then η and χ
are ohomologous.
A proof based on [24℄ an be found in Appendix B.2.
3.2.2 Twisting and ∗-struture
Suppose that H is a Hopf ∗-superalgebra in the sense of Appendix A.2 and A
a graded left omodule of H equipped with an involution ∗ : A → A. Then we
all A a ∗-omodule if the oation satises∑
(a∗)(1) ⊗ (a∗)(2) =
∑
(−1)|a(1)||a(2)|(a(1))∗ ⊗ (a(2))∗. (26)
In the same way we an dene a ∗-omodule superalgebra A. In this ase we
an furthermore investigate under whih irumstanes a 2-oyle χ gives rise
to a twisted omodule superalgebra Aχ whih is again a ∗-superalgebra. Indeed
it is straightforward to verify that a suient ondition on χ for this to happen
is
χ(a∗, b∗) = χ(b, a). (27)
A 2-oyle satisfying this property we all real. Our denition is inspired by
the analogous denition for oquasitriangular strutures in the literature [24,
Denition 2.2.8℄. It extends the denition for real Laplae pairing given in
Setion 2.4.4.
3.3 Cohomology in quantum eld theory
We are now ready to interpret and extend the results of Setion 2 from a oho-
mologial point of view.
3.3.1 The twisted eld algebras as Drinfeld twists
Reall from Setion 2.3 that the eld operators with the normal produt form
a Hopf superalgebra H . Forgetting the oprodut and ounit we also denoted
this superalgebra by AN . Then we disovered in Setion 2.4 that for ertain
Laplae pairings on this Hopf algebra we obtain new twisted algebras AO, AT
using (4) whih reprodue either the operator or the time-ordered produt.
Armed with the tools of Hopf algebra ohomology (Setion 3.1) and the
Drinfeld twist (Setion 3.2) we see more learly what is going on. Namely, the
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Laplae pairings give rise to Drinfeld twists of AN as a omodule superalgebra
of H . Let us learly explain this step by step.
Firstly, a Laplae pairing (in the graded oommutative ase) is in partiular
a 2-oyle.
Lemma 3.2. Let H be a graded oommutative Hopf superalgebra. Then a
Laplae pairing, i.e. a map χ : H ⊗H → C with the properties (1), (2) and (3)
is a 2-oyle.
Proof. Equation (3) is the ounitality property (18). Let η be the linear map
H ⊗ H → C dened by η(a, b) := χ(γ(a), b). It is elementary to hek that η
is the onvolution inverse of χ. Thus, χ is a 2-ohain. Finally, using graded
oommutativity the oyle ondition (23) readily follows from equations (1)
and (2).
Seondly, AN is a omodule superalgebra of H . Indeed, any Hopf superal-
gebra has a omodule superalgebra whih is just a opy of itself. The oation
to be taken is the oprodut, i.e.
∑
a(1) ⊗ a(2) :=
∑
a(1) ⊗ a(2) in the notation
introdued above. A Laplae pairing χ on H , being a 2-oyle, gives rise to
a Drinfeld twist of H aording to (24). Sine H is graded oommutative the
twisted Hopf superalgebra Hχ is idential to the untwisted one. χ also gives
rise to an indued twist of the omodule superalgebra AN aording to (25).
Sine the oation is given by the oprodut we reover the initial twist formula
(4) with a new interpretation. This also explains why the twisted superalgebras
AO and AT are no longer Hopf algebras: AN was not onsidered a Hopf algebra
from the beginning, despite the aident AN = H .
7
Reall that apart from the superalgebra struture we use one more piee of
the Hopf algebra struture ofH on AN . This is the map ε : AN → C whih is the
ounit on H . As was shown in Proposition 2.2 it plays the role of the vauum
expetation value. The twisted superalgebras AO and AT inherit the map ε
without hange.
8 ε ontinues to play the role of the vauum expetation value.
Only equipped with ε arry the superalgebras the full information of quantum
eld theory. Superalgebras suh as AN , AO, AT , whih arry the additional
struture of a linear funtion A→ C are alled augmented superalgebras.
For the ∗-struture we remark that AN and H ould in priniple have turned
out to have dierent ∗-strutures. What is important is only that AN is a ∗-
omodule superalgebra of H in the sense of (26). The results of Setion 2,
however, imply that putting the same ∗-struture on H and AN (namely that
of the † operation in AN ) leads to onsistent results.
3.3.2 Cohomology of Sym(V )
We turn to ohomologial aspets of the relevant Hopf superalgebra H of eld
operators. Reall that H has the struture of the graded symmetri Hopf su-
7
One might envision appliations to quantum eld theory where H is dierent from AN ,
but this is beyond the sope of the present paper.
8
This is perfetly justied from the Drinfeld twist point of view. Morally speaking, the
twist does not aet omodule strutures and omodule maps as suh but the tensor produt
of omodules (and hene a omodule algebra struture as its denition involves a tensor
produt of omodules). The deeper meaning of this lies in the fat that the twist gives rise
to a monoidal equivalene of omodule ategories. This equivalene is mediated by a funtor
that transforms objets and morphisms trivially and only tensor produts non-trivially. See
Setion 2 of [10℄ for a more expliit exposition of these fats.
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peralgebra Sym(V ), where V is the spae of eld operators. The ohomology
groups of Sym(V ) (in the bosoni ase) are disussed in Appendix B.1. More
relevant for the appliation to quantum eld theory, are the following results
about the struture of ohains. The proofs of the Lemmas are elaborated in
Appendix B.2.
Let us write V = V0⊕V1 for V0 the even (bosoni) and V1 the odd (fermioni)
part of V . To ease notation we simply write Cn, Zn and Bn for ohains,
oyles and oboundaries of Sym(V ). Denote by N1 the set of 1-ohains of
Sym(V ) that vanish on the subspae V ⊂ Sym(V ). As is seen immediately they
form a subgroup of C1.
Lemma 3.3. C1 is equal to the diret produt Z1 ×N1 of its subgroups. This
implies that ∂1 : N1 → B2 is invertible, i.e. is an isomorphism of groups.
We all a 2-ohain χ symmetri if it satises the property
χ(b, a) = (−1)|a||b|χ(a, b) (28)
for all a, b ∈ Sym(V ). One easily heks that the symmetri 2-ohains form a
subgroup C2sym of C
2
.
Lemma 3.4. B2 = Z2sym. That is, the 2-oboundaries are preisely the sym-
metri 2-oyles.
By Lemma 3.2 a Laplae pairing as dened in Setion 2.1.2 is in partiular
a 2-oyle. Furthermore, the onvolution produt of Laplae pairings is again
a Laplae pairing. Thus, they form a subgroup of Z2 whih we will all R2.
The introdution of something like antisymmetri 2-ohains is less straight-
forward. We limit ourselves here to Laplae pairings. We all a Laplae pairing
antisymmetri if it satises the property
χ(w, v) = −(−1)|v||w|χ(v, w) (29)
for all v, w ∈ V . The antisymmetri Laplae pairings form a subgroup R2asym of
R2.
Lemma 3.5. Z2 is equal to the diret produt B2 ×R2asym of its subgroups.
From Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.5 it follows that the rst two ohomology
groups are given by H1 = N1 and H2 = R2asym, but we shall not need these
results here.
3.3.3 The operator produt
We saw in Setion 2.4 that the operator produt of quantum eld theory, i.e.
the produt on AO, is indued by a twist of AN with the Wightman pairing (|)+
on H . The fat that AO is not ommutative and thus not isomorphi to AN is
niely reeted in the ohomology. Namely, the 2-oyle (|)+ is not symmetri
in the sense of (28) and thus by Lemma 3.4 it is not a 2-oboundary. Hene by
Proposition 3.1 (take η = e, the unit ohain, and χ = (|)+) the algebras AN
and AO annot be isomorphi.
Sine the Wightman pairing (|)+ is real in the sense of (27) the superalgebra
AO is a ∗-superalgebra as is AN . This was already remarked in Setion 2.4.4.
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3.3.4 The time-ordered produt
Aording to Setion 2.4 the time-ordered produt is obtained from the Feynman
pairing (|)F , twisting the superalgebra AN into the superalgebra AT . As is
well known these superalgebras AN and AT are isomorphi as superalgebras.
From the ohomologial point of view this emerges as follows. The Feynman
pairing (|)F is symmetri in the sense of (28) and thus by Lemma 3.4 it is a 2-
oboundary. Hene by Proposition 3.1 the algebras AN and AT are isomorphi.
However, this does not mean that the deformation of AN into AT is trivial
from the point of view of quantum eld theory. Reall that the information
of quantum eld theory is not ontained in AT alone, but ruially requires a
map ε : AT → C desribing the vauum expetation value. That is, we are
dealing with augmented superalgebras and as suh (AN , ε) and (AT , ε) are not
isomorphi. In partiular, for an isomorphism T : AN → AT the omposition
ε ◦ T is dierent from ε.
Proposition 3.1 (take η = e and χ = (|)F ) not only tells us that AN and AT
are isomorphi but even provides us with one expliit isomorphism T : AN → AT
for eah 1-ohain ρ that satises χ = (∂ρ)−1. The hoie of suh 1-ohains ρ
is parametrized by a 1-oyle. We an selet a unique 1-ohain ρ by imposing
suitable onditions on the assoiated isomorphism T . A natural hoie is to
demand T to at identially on V , i.e. T (v) = v for all v ∈ V . This is motivated
by giving T the role of a time-ordering operation. Sine T is given aording
to Proposition 3.1 by T (a) =
∑
ρ(a(1))a(2) this would imply ρ(v) = 0 for all
v ∈ V , i.e. that ρ ∈ N1. Lemma 3.3 implies that we an indeed hoose ρ to lie
in N1 and furthermore, that this determines ρ uniquely. This gives rise to the
following result.
Proposition 3.6. Let χ be a 2-oboundary on H. Denote by ◦ the indued
twisted produt on the twisted omodule superalgebra AT . There exists a unique
1-ohain ρ suh that (∂ρ)−1 = χ and ρ(v) = 0 for all v ∈ V . The superalgebra
isomorphism T : AN → AT given by T (a) =
∑
ρ(a(1))a(2) satises
T (v1∨ · · · ∨vn) = v1 ◦ · · · ◦ vn, (30)
for v1, . . . , vn ∈ V .
Proof. As already mentioned ρ(v) = 0 for v ∈ V implies T (v) = v. Thus T
being an isomorphism implies T (v1∨ · · · ∨vn) = T (v1)◦ · · · ◦T (vn) = v1 ◦ · · · ◦vn.
This is all that remained to be shown.
Note that we have formulated the Proposition in a slightly more general way
than required, by replaing the Feynman pairing with a general 2-oboundary.
As desired, equation (30) an be interpreted as a realization of the time-ordering
operation of quantum eld theory as a superalgebra isomorphism between AN
and AT .
By denition of T the 1-ohain ρ has the property ρ = ε ◦ T . This implies
that a vauum expetation value an be expressed diretly in terms of ρ.
Corollary 3.7.
〈0|φ(x1) ◦ · · · ◦ φ(xn)|0〉 = ε(φ(x1) ◦ · · · ◦ φ(xn))
= ε(T (φ(x1)∨ · · ·∨φ(xn)))
= ρ(φ(x1)∨ · · ·∨φ(xn)). (31)
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In this sense, ρ enodes diretly the free n-point funtions.
While we were so far only onerned with the denition of ρ we turn now
to its omputation. Due to Lemma 3.3, ρ ∈ N1(H) is determined ompletely
by (|)F = (∂ρ)−1 as ∂1 is invertible on N1(H). Indeed we an use (20) for a
reursive denition of ρ. Namely, set ρ(1) = 1, ρ(v) = 0 and ρ(v∨w) = (v|w)F .
Then dene ρ reursively on subspaes of AN of inreasing degree by
ρ(a∨b) =
∑
(a(1)|b(1))F ρ(a(2))ρ(b(2)).
As already mentioned in Setion 2.4.4 the Feynman pairing (|)F is not real
and AT is indeed not a ∗-superalgebra. Nevertheless, the involution ∗ an be
ombined with the time-ordering map T in an interesting way. Namely, onsider
the map T ∗(a) := (T (a∗))∗ for a ∈ AN . This anti-time-ordering operator was
rst onsidered by Dyson [40℄ and plays an important role in non-equilibrium
quantum eld theory [41, 42, 43℄. Our denition of the anti-time-ordering op-
erator follows ref. [44℄. It yields (here for fermioni elds ψ)
T ∗
(
ψ(x)∨ψ†(y)
)
= θ(y0 − x0)ψ(x)ψ†(y)− θ(x0 − y0)ψ†(y)ψ(x).
In other words, T ∗ orders the elds by dereasing times from right to left.
Dening the 1-ohain ρ∗ = ε ◦ T ∗ we see that the anti-time-ordered produt
is a twisted produt via the Laplae pairing (|)T∗ = (∂ρ∗)−1. More expliitly
(again for the example of fermioni elds) this Laplae pairing is determined
by (ψ(x)|ψ†(y))T∗ = (ψ(y)|ψ†(x))F . The map T ∗ thus beomes an algebra
isomorphism T ∗ : AN → AT∗ , with AT∗ the algebra of eld operators with the
anti-time-ordered produt.
In non-relativisti quantum theory, time-reversal symmetry is implemented
by omplex onjugation [45, 46℄. In relativisti quantum eld theory, the time-
reversal operator Θ ats on fermion elds by Θ
(
ψ(x0,x)
)
= iγ1γ3ψ(−x0,x),
whih does not involve the ∗-struture. The time-reversal operator relates the
time-orderings by T
(
Θ(a)
)
= Θ
(
T ∗(a)
)
for a ∈ AN .
4 Interations
Up to now we have exlusively dealt with free quantum eld theory. In this
setion we extend our treatment to interating elds. On the one hand we will
show how our approah to quantum eld theory links up with standard pertur-
bation theory. On the other hand we will disuss impliations for interating
quantum eld theory in general, and possible onnetions to non-perturbative
approahes.
4.1 Standard perturbation theory
Introduing interations in the standard perturbative way is straightforward,
given the free n-point funtions. Let us generially denote eld operators by
φ(x), leaving out internal indies.
Following the usual perturbation theory we write the ation as S = S0 +
λSint, where S0 is the kineti term and λ the oupling onstant. Following a
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path integral notation the interating n-point funtions are given by
〈0|T (φint(x1), . . . , φint(xn))|0〉 =
∫ Dφφ(x1) · · ·φ(xn)eiS0+iλSint∫ Dφ eiS0+iλSint
=
∑
k
1
k! (iλ)
k〈0|T (φ(x1)∨ · · · ∨φ(xn)∨S∨kint )|0〉∑
k
1
k! (iλ)
k〈0|T (S∨kint )|0〉
=
∑
k
1
k! (iλ)
kρ(φ(x1)∨ · · · ∨φ(xn)∨S∨kint )∑
k
1
k! (iλ)
kρ(S∨kint )
. (32)
Here, S∨kint denotes the k-fold normal produt of Sint with itself and S
∨0
int = 1.
Alternatively, in terms of an S-matrix
S =
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
(iλ)k(T (Sint))
◦k
we obtain
〈0|T (φint(x1), . . . , φint(xn))|0〉 = ε(φ(x1) ◦ · · · ◦ φ(xn) ◦ S)
ε(S) , (33)
where ◦ denotes the time-ordered produt.
We emphasize, that the dierene to onventional approahes is not only
notational. While the path integral method is apable of the evaluation of eqn.
(32), it is usually evaluated by reursive means using funtional derivatives.
Suh algorithms were demonstrated to be omputationally ineetive [16, 17℄. In
suh a reursion, terms our whih anel out during further steps of evaluation
in the reursion. Sine these terms may even ontain divergent integrals whih
need to be renormalized, this an ause onfusion and wastes labor. In ontrast
to this nding, the Hopf algebrai version eqn. (33) an be evaluated diretly
using the formulas provided in Setion 2.4.5. The remarkable fat behind these
formulas is that they are expliit and eient for any order. It an be shown
that they yield exatly as many terms as are potentially non zero. Espeially
one may note that no anellations take plae, as long as no further symmetries
are enountered in the pairings involved in the employed twists. The formulas
(12) and (13) prove to be algorithmially optimal in this sense.
4.2 Beyond perturbation theory
We turn now to general onsiderations of quantum eld theory beyond any per-
turbation theory. We onsider the same eld operators and thus the same Hopf
superalgebra H and superalgebra AN as before. Reall that all the informa-
tion of a quantum eld theory (interating or not) is enoded in the n-point
funtions. We write generially
ρint(φ(x1)∨ · · ·∨φ(xn)) := 〈0|T (φint(x1), . . . , φint(xn))|0〉.
From this point of view, the set of n-point funtions is nothing but a 1-ohain
ρint on H (sine 〈0|1|0〉 = 1).
For the free theory we saw in Setion 3.3.4 that the Feynman pairing (|)F
leads to a 1-ohain ρ that enodes diretly the n-point funtions (31). ρ was
the 1-ohain in N1(H) determined by the property (|)F = (∂ρ)−1. Indeed, we
an turn this argument round:
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Proposition 4.1. Let ρ ∈ N1(Sym(V )), then χ = (∂ρ)−1 is a 2-oyle whih
indues a twisted produt ◦ in Sym(V ) as a omodule superalgebra over itself
with the property
ρ(v1∨ · · · ∨vn) = ε(v1 ◦ · · · ◦ vn),
for v1, . . . , vn ∈ V .
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 T (a) =
∑
ρ(a(1))a(2) is a superalgebra isomorphism
between the original and the twisted superalgebra. The statement is then ob-
tained by applying the ounit to (30) with the proof as in Proposition 3.6.
This means, given an arbitrary set of n-point funtions ρint satisfying ρint(1) =
〈0|1|0〉 = 1 and ρint(φ(x)) = 〈0|φint(x)|0〉 = 0, we an onstrut a twisted
produt ◦ whih reovers these n-point funtions. This produt is thus the
time-ordered produt of interating elds. The 2-oyle induing this produt
is simply χint := (∂ρint)
−1
. We an view this as a kind of (algebrai) reon-
strution result in the spirit of Streater and Wightman [47℄, although for the
time-ordered and not the operator produt.
Furthermore, aording to Proposition 3.1 and analogous to Setion 3.3.4
we obtain an isomorphism of superalgebras Tint : AN → AT,int via Tint(a) :=∑
ρint(a(1))a(2). This isomorphism might be viewed as an interating time-
ordering, i.e. it takes are at the same time of the interation and the time-
ordering. Thus, we may write
〈0|T (φint(x1), . . . , φint(xn))|0〉 = ε(Tint(φ(x1)∨ · · · ∨φ(xn))).
What we have thus shown is that not only a free quantum eld theory an be
ompletely enoded in a 2-oyle on H , but any quantum eld theory dened
through polynomial n-point funtions an be thus enoded (provided its 1-point
funtions vanish). What is more, whether the theory is free or not orresponds
to a simple property of the 2-oyle. We dene free here to mean that n-point
funtions fatorize into 2-point funtions aording to (12).
Proposition 4.2. Let a quantum eld theory be given in terms of H = Sym(V )
and a 2-oyle χ on H induing the interating time-ordered produt. Then the
theory is free if and only if χ is a Laplae pairing.
The proof is straightforward now. If χ is a Laplae pairing the n-point
funtions are determined by the 2-point funtions aording to formula (12) and
thus the theory is free. Conversely, if the theory is free formula (12) holds and
we an thus onstrut a Laplae pairing that reprodues the n-point funtions.
Sine these determine χ uniquely it must be idential to the onstruted Laplae
pairing.
5 Non-trivial vaua
In this setion, we illustrate again the omputational power of Hopf algebras by
solving a problem of quantum hemistry.
A state is a linear map ρ from AˆN to C suh that ρ(1) = 1 and ρ(u
∗u) ≥ 0
for any element u of AˆN [48℄ (reall that u
∗u is the operator produt of u∗ and
u). The pure states are states of the form ρ(u) = 〈ψ|u|ψ〉, where |ψ〉 is a vetor
of the Fok spae F , and the states that are not pure are alled mixed states .
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They an be written as a weighted sum of pure states. Physially relevant pure
states are suh that 〈ψ|u|ψ〉 = 0 if u ontains an odd number of Dira elds.
Thus we onsider states ρ(u) whih are zero if u ontains an odd number of
Dira elds. Sine ρ is linear, even and ρ(1) = 1, a state is 1-ohain.
In referene [19℄, Kutzelnigg and Mukherjee study the following problem of
quantum hemistry. Assume that a quantum system is desribed by a state ρ, is
it possible to dene normal produts adapted to ρ? The usual normal produts
are adapted to the vauum beause ǫ(u) = 〈0|u|0〉 is zero if u has no salar
part (i.e. no part proportional to 1). To adapt a normal produt to a state ρ,
we start from an element u ∈ AˆN and we want to nd an element u˜ suh that
ρ(u˜) = ǫ(u), so that the state ρ an be onsidered as the new vauum of the
system. Kutzelnigg and Mukherjee investigated this problem for pure states and
they solved it for elements u whih are the normal produt of a small number of
reation and annihilation operators. The Hopf algebra methods will enable us
to solve it for general states and to give formulas that are valid for any u ∈ AˆN .
The solution of this problem is quite simple. We just have to dene
u˜ =
∑
ρ−1(u(1))u(2), (34)
beause ρ(u˜) =
∑
ρ−1(u(1))ρ(u(2)) = (ρ
−1 ⋆ ρ)(u) = ε(u). Notie that formula
(34) is another instane of a T-operator, where ρ is replaed by ρ−1.
Let us give a few examples. In this setion we onsider Dira elds, whih
are relevant for this type of appliations. The onvolution inverse ρ−1 is even
beause ρ is even. It an be omputed reursively by (see referene [49℄, p. 259)
ρ−1(1) = 1,
ρ−1(u) = −ρ(u)−
∑′
ρ−1(u(1))ρ(u(2)),
where
∑′
u(1)⊗u(2) := ∆u−1⊗u−u⊗1 for u ∈ AˆN and u ontains the produt
of two or more reation or annihilation operators. The rst examples for Dira
elds are
ρ−1(a∨b) = −ρ(a∨b),
ρ−1(a∨b∨c∨d) = −ρ(a∨b∨c∨d) + 2ρ(a∨b)ρ(c∨d)
−2ρ(a∨c)ρ(b∨d) + 2ρ(a∨d)ρ(b∨c),
where a, b, c, d are Dira reation or annihilation operators. From ρ−1 and equa-
tion (34) we an alulate the rst adapted normal produts of Dira elds.
a˜ = a,
a˜∨b = a∨b− ρ(a∨b),
a˜∨b∨c = a∨b∨c− ρ(a∨b)c+ ρ(a∨c)b− ρ(b∨c)a,
˜a∨b∨c∨d = a∨b∨c∨d− ρ(a∨b)c∨d+ ρ(a∨c)b∨d− ρ(b∨c)a∨d
−ρ(a∨d)b∨c+ ρ(b∨d)a∨c− ρ(c∨d)a∨b− ρ(a∨b∨c∨d)
+2ρ(a∨b)ρ(c∨d)− 2ρ(a∨c)ρ(b∨d) + 2ρ(a∨d)ρ(b∨c).
It an be heked that these u˜ oinide with the adapted normal produts dened
in referene [19℄.
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The seond question posed by Kutzelnigg and Mukherjee is: one we have
dened adapted normal produts, how an we express their operator produts?
Again, the Hopf algebra methods yield a omplete answer. Starting from u˜ and
v˜ we look for a 2-oyle χ suh that
u˜v˜ =
∑
(−1)|u(2)||v(1)|χ(u(1), v(1)) ˜u(2)∨v(2). (35)
The answer is now expeted by the reader: χ = (∂ρ−1) ⋆ (.|.)+.
At this stage, it will be useful to give a few examples to show the kind of
expressions that are obtained by a diret alulation. Aording to Lemma 3.4,
∂ρ−1(u, v) = (−1)|u| |v|∂ρ−1(v, u). The value of ∂ρ−1(u, v) for the simplest
elements of AˆN is, again for Dira elds,
∂ρ−1(a, b) = ρ(a∨b),
∂ρ−1(a∨b, c∨d) = ρ(a∨b∨c∨d)− ρ(a∨b)ρ(c∨d),
∂ρ−1(a, b∨c∨d) = ρ(a∨b∨c∨d)− ρ(a∨b)ρ(c∨d)
+ρ(a∨c)ρ(b∨d)− ρ(b∨c)ρ(a∨d),
= ∂ρ−1(a∨b∨c, d).
Now we an alulate χ as
χ(u, v) =
∑
∂ρ−1(u(1), v(2))(u(2)|v(1))+ =
∑
∂ρ−1(u(2), v(1))(u(1)|v(2))+.
A few example omputations might be appropriate
χ(a, b) = ρ(a∨b) + (a|b)+,
χ(a∨b∨c, d) = ∂ρ−1(a∨b∨c, d),
χ(a∨b, c∨d) = ∂ρ−1(a∨b, c∨d) + (a∨b|c∨d)+ − ρ(a∨c)(b|d)+
+ρ(a∨d)(b|c)+ + ρ(b∨c)(a|d)+ − ρ(b∨d)(a|c)+.
Finally, we dene the produt of u˜ and v˜ by u˜v˜ =
∑
∂ρ−1(u(2), v(1)) u˜(1)v(2).
This operator produt satises (35) and a few simple examples of it are
a˜b˜ = a˜∨b+ ρ(a∨b) + (a|b)+,
(a˜∨b)c˜ = a˜∨b∨c− (a|c)+b˜ + (b|c)+a˜+ ρ(b∨c)a˜− ρ(a∨c)b˜.
As illustrated in referene [19℄, the ombinatorial omplexity of the produts
inreases very quikly. The Hopf algebrai onepts provide powerful tools to
manipulate these produts.
Moreover, this example oming from quantum hemistry shows that the on-
volution of a Laplae pairing by a 2-oboundary is a very natural quantum ob-
jet. Lemma 3.5 says that all 2-oyles an be obtained by suh a onvolution.
The adapted normal produt an be understood as induing a transformation
of the augmentation. This parallels the situation disussed in Setion 3.3.4, as
exhibited in equation (31).
The basis hange dened by equation (34) appears not only in quantum
hemistry, but also in the ontext of quantum eld theory in urved spae-time.
In Ref.[50℄ (Theorem 5.1), it is shown that two Wik monomials that an dene
a quantum eld theory in urved spae-time are related by equation (34).
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6 Conlusions and outlook
We onlude this paper by skething possible future developments and applia-
tions of the presented framework.
From a omputational point of view, the Hopf algebra struture presented
in this paper was already used to solve two old problems of many-body theory:
the hierarhy of Green funtions for systems with initial orrelation [51℄ and the
many-body generalization of the rystal-eld method [52℄. More results along
these lines might be expeted.
In an interesting parallel development Kreimer disovered that the ombina-
toris of Bogoliubov's reursion formula of renormalization and Zimmermann's
solution an be expressed in Hopf algebrai terms [53℄. This was further elab-
orated by Connes, Kreimer and Pinter [53, 54, 55℄. In partiular, it was also
shown how this leads to omputational improvements ompared to traditional
methods [56℄. It should be possible to onnet this Hopf algebrai struture
assoiated with the perturbative Feynman diagram expansion with the alge-
brai framework introdued in this paper. Indeed, Pinter's work might be seen
as pointing in this diretion [55℄. More onrete steps for establishing suh a
onnetion were performed in [57℄.
Looking bak at Setion 3.2 there are really three ingredients to the twist,
the Hopf superalgebra H , the omodule (super)algebra A and the 2-oyle χ.
In the ase explored in this paper, however, A andH are really the same, namely
the algebra of normal ordered eld operators (Setion 3.3.1). However, the fat
that we obtain deformations of this (super)algebra only depends on the hoie
of A. In this respet the fat that H may also be taken to be this superalgebra
(extended to a Hopf superalgebra) is an aident.
One may ask whether a dierent hoie for H (and thus also for the oyle)
may lead to any interesting onstrutions for QFT. This is indeed the ase as evi-
dened by [11℄. There, in essentially the same twist deformation onstrution for
QFT the Hopf algebra H was hosen to orrespond to the group of translations
of Minkowski spae. A ertain oyle then yields QFT on nonommutative
spae-times of the Moyal type.
Thus, the same twist proedure unies a priori rather dierent and unrelated
onstrutions in QFT. It seems likely that there is rather more to disover. It
should be mentioned in this ontext that it is straightforward to onsider the
Hopf algebrai analogues of group produts suh as diret or semidiret ones.
Moreover, in general the twist does not leave H invariant. In partiular, it an
lead to genuine quantum group symmetries even if the initial objets are group
symmetries. See [11, Setion 4.4℄ for examples.
Another interesting diretion for generalizing our approah is to non-linear
QFT. To this end notie that H (and AN ) may be seen as the algebra of poly-
nomial funtions on eld ongurations. Considering a non-linear eld theory
the analogue would be an algebra of funtions on eld ongurations generated
by suitably hosen modes. At least for ompat group target spaes this is
rather straightforward by employing the Peter-Weyl deomposition. Of ourse
H would no longer be oommutative if the respetive group is non-abelian.
This implies for example that part of the ohomology theory no longer works.
However, the ruial part, namely the Drinfeld twist generalizes to this ase.
This oers perspetives to desribe quantized non-linear QFTs through our ap-
proah.
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Not elaborated in the ourse of this work was the intimate onnetion of Hopf
algebrai methods to ombinatoris and group representations. The invariant
theoreti ontent of Hopf superalgebrai methods was studied in [26℄. The
onnetion of Hopf algebra ohomology to branhing laws, group representations
and symmetri funtions was investigated in [58℄. From this ontats to other
elds of mathematis one expets further insight into the struture of QFT.
This will be onsidered elsewhere.
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A Introdution to Hopf ∗-superalgebras
In this appendix we give a detailed list of the denitions and main properties of
Hopf superalgebras beause this information is sattered in the literature, using
various inompatible onventions and notations. Standard referenes for Hopf
algebras and assoiated strutures are [49, 59, 24, 23℄, and the super ase is
emphasized in [60℄. All vetor spaes are over the eld C of omplex numbers.
A.1 Hopf superalgebras
A vetor spae H is a super vetor spae if it an be written as H = H0 ⊕H1.
If an element a is in either H0 or H1, we say that it is homogeneous. If a ∈ H0
(resp. a ∈ H1), we say that it is even (resp. odd) and its parity is |a| = 0 (resp.
|a| = 1). The onept of super vetor spae enables us to onsider fermions and
bosons on the same footing. A super vetor spae H is a superalgebra if it is
endowed with an assoiative produt and a unit 1 ∈ H0 and if |ab| = |a| + |b|
modulo 2 for any homogeneous elements a and b in H . A superalgebra H is a
Hopf superalgebra if it is endowed with a oprodut ∆ : H −→ H ⊗H , a ounit
ε : H −→ C and an antipode γ : H −→ H , suh that:
• ∆ is a graded oprodut, i.e. for any homogeneous element a ofH , in∆a =∑
a(1) ⊗ a(2) (using Sweedler's notation) all a(1) and a(2) are homogeneous
and |a| = |a(1)|+ |a(2)|.
• ∆ and ε are graded algebra morphisms and γ is a graded algebra anti-
morphism, i.e.
∆(ab) =
∑
(−1)|a(2)||b(1)|a(1)b(1) ⊗ a(2)b(2),
ε(ab) = ε(a)ε(b),
γ(ab) = (−1)|a||b|γ(b)γ(a);
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• ∆, ε and γ are unital maps, i.e.
∆(1) = 1⊗ 1, ε(1) = 1, γ(1) = 1;
• ∆ is oassoiative, i.e.
(∆⊗ id) ◦∆(a) = (id⊗∆) ◦∆(a) ≡ ∆2(a) =
∑
a(1) ⊗ a(2) ⊗ a(3);
• ε is ounital, i.e. ∑
ε(a(1))a(2) =
∑
a(1)ε(a(2)) = a;
• γ is ounital, i.e. ε(γ(a)) = ε(a), and satises the identity∑
γ(a(1))a(2) =
∑
a(1)γ(a(2)) = ε(a)1.
Under these assumptions, the antipode is also a graded oalgebra anti-morphism,
that is
∆γ(a) =
∑
γ(a)(1) ⊗ γ(a)(2) =
∑
(−1)|a(1)| |a(2)|γ(a(2))⊗ γ(a(1)).
A Hopf superalgebra H is graded ommutative if ab = (−1)|a||b|ba, and it is
graded oommutative if
∆a =
∑
a(1) ⊗ a(2) =
∑
(−1)|a(1)| |a(2)|a(2) ⊗ a(1),
for any homogeneous a, b ∈ H . If a Hopf superalgebra H is graded ommutative
or graded oommutative, then γ(γ(a)) = a for any a ∈ H .
A Hopf superalgebra H is graded if there are super vetor spaes Hn for
n ∈ N suh that
H =
⊕
n∈N
Hn.
If a ∈ Hn we say that a is a homogeneous element of degree n, and we denote
the degree of a by deg(a). Moreover, the degree is an algebra map, i.e. if
a ∈ Hn and b ∈ Hm then ab ∈ Hn+m, and a oalgebra map, i.e. if a ∈
Hn and ∆a =
∑
a(1) ⊗ a(2) then a(1) and a(2) are homogeneous elements and
deg(a(1)) + deg(a(2)) = n. Finally, if a is a homogeneous element, then ε(a) = 0
if deg(a) > 0 and ε(1) = 1.
A.2 Hopf ∗-superalgebra
In quantum eld theory, the adjoint operator a 7→ a∗ plays a prominent role.
Its existene is one of the basi priniples of axiomati quantum (eld) theories
[61, 62, 63℄. It is tied to the denition of a positive quantum eld state (i.e.
a positive ontinuous linear funtional suh that ρ(1) = 1 and ρ(uu∗) ≥ 0).
Suh a ρ allows via the GNS onstrution the reonstrution of a Hilbert spae
piture.
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Therefore, it is important to speify the interplay between the adjoint op-
erator and the Hopf superalgebra struture. This is done abstratly be den-
ing a star-operation as a bijetion ∗: H → H suh that (a∗)∗ = a for any
a ∈ H , (λa + µb)∗ = λ¯a∗ + µ¯b∗ for any a, b in H and any omplex numbers
λ and µ (with omplex onjugate λ¯ and µ¯). We use De Witt's onvention9:
(ab)∗ = b∗a∗ beause it is ompatible with the interpretation of ∗ as the Her-
mitian adjoint of an operator. The ation of the star operation on the tensor
produt is (a⊗ b)∗ = (−1)|a| |b|a∗ ⊗ b∗. The ompatibility of the star operation
with the parity is |a∗| = |a|. The ompatibility of the star operation with the
oprodut is
∆(a∗) =
∑
a∗(1) ⊗ a∗(2) = (∆a)∗ =
∑
(−1)|a(1)| |a(2)|a(1)∗ ⊗ a(2)∗.
The ompatibility of the star operation with the ounit is ε(a∗) = (ε(a))∗. The
ompatibility with the antipode is
γ(γ(a∗)∗) = a.
Finally, when the Hopf superalgebra is graded, the star operation must be om-
patible with this grading: deg(a∗) = deg(a).
A.3 The symmetri Hopf superalgebra
If V is a vetor spae, the symmetri Hopf algebra S(V ) was desribed in ped-
agogial detail in our paper [15℄. Here we onsider the symmetri Hopf super-
algebra Sym(V ) where V is a super vetor spae (see [1, Appendix 2℄). Let
V = V0 ⊕ V1 be a super vetor spae over C, and denote by |v| the parity of a
homogeneous element v ∈ V . Let T (V ) = ⊕∞n=0V ⊗n be the tensor algebra on
V , with the tensor (free) produt ⊗, and unit 1 ∈ C = V ⊗0.
The symmetri superalgebra on V is the quotient of T (V ) by the supersym-
metri (or graded ommutative) relation, that is
Sym(V ) = T (V )/〈u⊗ v − (−1)|u||v|v ⊗ u〉,
where the elements u, v are homogeneous in V . Sine the ideal is generated by a
homogeneous relation, the quotient Sym(V ) is still a graded vetor spae, that
is Sym(V ) = ⊕∞n=0Symn(V ), and it has homogeneous omponents Symn(V ) =∑
p+q=n S
p(V0)⊗ Λq(V1), where Sp(V0) denotes the symmetri p-powers on V0
and Λq(V1) denotes the exterior (skew-symmetri) q-powers on V1. Then, in
the quotient Sym(V ) we denote by ∨ the onatenation produt indued by ⊗.
Expliitly, for u1∨ · · · ∨ur ∈ Symr(V ) and v1∨ · · · ∨vs ∈ Syms(V ) we have
(u1∨ · · ·∨ur)∨(v1∨ · · ·∨vs) = u1∨ · · · ∨ur∨v1∨ · · ·∨vs ∈ Symr+s(V ).
The produt ∨ is assoiative (as well as ⊗), unital (with unit 1 ∈ C = Sym0) and
graded ommutative, that is u∨v = (−1)|u||v|v∨u for homogeneous u, v ∈ V .
As a vetor spae, Sym(V ) is isomorphi to S(V0) ⊗ Λ(V1), but not as an
algebra. In fat, in S(V0)⊗Λ(V1) the produt is among eah tensor omponent
(bosons with bosons, fermions with fermions), while in Sym(V ) we may wish to
multiply the two omponents (bosons with fermions). As an algebra, Sym(V )
9
In the mathematial literature, one nds also (ab)∗ = (−1)|a| |b|b∗a∗ (e.g. [64, 65℄).
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is isomorphi to the superalgebra H0 ⊕H1, where H0 = S(V0) ⊗ ⊕∞n=0Λ2n(V1)
has even parity and H1 = S(V0) ⊗ ⊕∞n=0Λ2n+1(V1) has odd parity. For this, it
sues to hek that H0∨H0 and H1∨H1 are subsets of H0, and that H0∨H1
and H1∨H0 are subsets of H1.
The symmetri superalgebra Sym(V ) an be endowed with a oassoiative
oprodut ∆ : Sym(V )→ Sym(V )⊗Sym(V ), dened on the generators v ∈ V as
∆v = 1⊗v+v⊗1 and extended to produts v1∨ · · · ∨vn as an algebra morphism.
Due to the graded ommutativity of the produt ∨, the formula for a generi
element of length n an be expliitly given in terms of the (p, n − p)-shues,
whih are the permutations σ on n elements suh that σ(1) < · · · < σ(p) and
σ(p+ 1) < · · · < σ(n): if u = v1∨ . . . ∨vn,
∆u = u⊗ 1 + 1⊗ u
+
n−1∑
p=1
(−1)F vσ(1)∨ . . . ∨vσ(p) ⊗ vσ(p+1)∨ . . .∨vσ(n), (36)
where
F =
p∑
i=1
n∑
j=p+1
θ
(
σ(i)− σ(j))|vσ(i)||vσ(j)|,
with θ
(
σ(i) − σ(j)) = 1 if σ(i) > σ(j) and θ(σ(i) − σ(j)) = 0 if σ(i) < σ(j).
When all operators are odd (|vi| = 1 for all i), (−1)F is the signature (−1)σ of
the permutation σ, when all operators are even, (−1)F = 1.
The simplest example of equation (36) is
∆(v1∨v2) = v1∨v2 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ v1∨v2 + v1 ⊗ v2 + (−1)|v1||v2|v2 ⊗ v1.
The linear map ε : Sym(V ) → C whih is the identity on the salars C = V 0 ⊂
Sym(V ), and zero on higher degrees, is a ounit for this oprodut. Moreover
an antipode is then automatially dened by indution on the length of the
elements. In onlusion, the symmetri superalgebra Sym(V ) has the struture
of a graded ommutative Hopf superalgebra, as dened in Appendix A.1.
B Cohomology omputations for Sym(V )
B.1 Cohomology groups of bosoni Sym(V )
In the bosoni ase, i.e. if V is purely even, we an work out the ohomology
groups of Sym(V ) as follows.
The symmetri algebra Sym(V ) an be seen as the universal enveloping
algebra U(V ) of the abelian Lie algebra V (with all brakets set to zero).
Sweedler proves in [18, Thm. 4.1, page 212℄ that the Hopf algebra ohomology
H•(Sym(V )) is isomorphi to the Hohshild ohomology HH•(U(V )). This
is known to be isomorphi to the Chevalley-Eilenberg ohomology H•(V ) of
the Lie algebra. Sine V is abelian, all oboundary operators are zero and
H•(V ) is easily omputed: H•(V ) = [Λ•(V )]∗. Hene H1(Sym(V )) = V ∗ and
H2(Sym(V )) = (Λ2(V ))∗ = HomC(Λ
2(V ),C).
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B.2 Proofs of ohomologial statements
Proof of Proposition 3.1
We rst show that T : Aη → Aχ given by T (a) =
∑
ρ(a(1))a(2) is a omodule
map. Using graded oommutativity we nd as required,∑
T (a)(1) ⊗ T (a)(2) =
∑
ρ(a(1))a(2) ⊗ a(3)
=
∑
a(1) ⊗ ρ(a(2))a(3)
=
∑
a(1) ⊗ T (a(2)).
We prove seondly that T is a superalgebra isomorphism. We denote the
twisted produt indued by η by ◦η and the twisted produt indued by χ by
◦χ. Using graded oommutativity we nd as required,
T (a ◦η b) =
∑
(−1)|b(1)||a(2)|η(a(1), b(1))T (a(2)b(2))
=
∑
(−1)|a(1)||a(2)|+|a(1)||a(3)|+|a(1)||a(4)|+|a(2)||a(3)|+|a(2)||a(4)|+|a(3)||a(4)|
∂ρ(a(1), b(1))χ(a(2), b(2))ρ(a(3)b(3))a(4)b(4)
=
∑
(−1)|b(2)||a(3)|ρ(a(1))ρ(b(1))χ(a(2), b(2))a(3)b(3)
=
∑
(−1)|b(1)||a(2)|χ(a(1), b(1))T (a(2))T (b(2))
=
∑
(−1)|T (b)(1)||T (a)(2)|χ(T (a)(1), T (b)(1))T (a)(2)T (b)(2))
=T (a) ◦χ T (b).
For the onverse diretion we have A = H and the oation is the oprodut
of H . By assumption we have a omodule superalgebra isomorphism T : Aη →
Aχ. Let ρ : H → C be dened by ρ := ε ◦ T . Then ρ is unital, ρ(1) = 1.
Furthermore, it is invertible with inverse given by ρ−1 = ε ◦ T−1, and thus it
is a 1-ohain on H . Sine T is a omodule map we an show using graded
oommutativity∑
ρ(a(1))a(2) =
∑
ε(T (a(1)))a(2) =
∑
a(1)ε(T (a(2)))
=
∑
T (a)(1)ε(T (a)(2)) = T (a).
That is, T is determined by ρ as in the proposition. We show that η and χ are
ohomologous through ρ, i.e. η = ∂ρ ⋆ χ:
η(a, b) =
∑
(−1)|a(1)||a(2)|+|a(1)||a(3)|+|a(2)||a(3)|
η(a(1), b(1))ρ(a(2)b(2))ρ
−1(a(3)b(3))
=
∑
(−1)|a(1)||a(2)|+|a(1)||a(3)|+|a(2)||a(3)|
ε ◦ T (η(a(1), b(1))a(2)b(2))ρ−1(a(3)b(3))
=
∑
(−1)|b(1)||a(2)|ε ◦ T (a(1) ◦η b(1))ρ−1(a(2)b(2))
=
∑
(−1)|b(1)||a(2)|ε(T (a(1)) ◦χ T (b(1)))ρ−1(a(2)b(2))
=
∑
(−1)|b(2)||a(3)|ρ(a(1))ρ(b(1))ε(a(2) ◦χ b(2))ρ−1(a(3)b(3))
=
∑
(−1)|b(1)||a(2)|∂ρ(a(1), b(1))χ(a(2), b(2)).
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This ompletes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 3.3
We prove that the map µ : Z1 ×N1 → C1 given by the onvolution produt is
bijetive.
Let ρ ∈ C1. Dene ζ : Sym(V ) → C as follows. Set ζ(1) = 1, set ζ(v) = ρ(v)
for v ∈ V and extend ζ to all of Sym(V ) as an algebra homomorphism ζ(a∨b) =
ζ(a)ζ(b). (Note that ζ is automatially graded sine ρ is graded.) ζ has a
onvolution inverse ζ−1(a) = ζ(γ(a)) and is thus a 1-oyle. Now dene the
1-ohain η := ζ−1 ⋆ ρ. Sine η(v) = ζ−1(1)ρ(v) + ζ−1(v)ρ(1) = ρ(v)− ρ(v) = 0
for all v ∈ V , η is in N1. By onstrution, ρ = ζ ⋆ η and thus µ is surjetive.
Now take ζ˜ ∈ Z1 and η˜ ∈ N1. Dene ρ := ζ˜ ⋆ η˜ and onstrut as above
ζ, η from ρ. Sine ρ(v) = ζ˜(1)η˜(v) + ζ˜(v)η˜(1) = ζ˜(v) for v ∈ V we have
by onstrution of ζ that ζ(v) = ζ˜(v) for v ∈ V . As both ζ and ζ˜ are algebra
homomorphisms they must oinide. Consequently η = ζ−1 ⋆ρ = ζ˜−1 ⋆ζ˜ ⋆ η˜ = η˜.
This shows that µ is injetive.
Proof of Lemma 3.4
We show that a 2-oyle χ on Sym(V ) is a 2-oboundary if and only if it is
symmetri, i.e. χ(a, b) = (−1)|a||b|χ(b, a) for all a, b in Sym(V ).
Let χ be a 2-oboundary, then there is a 1-ohain ρ suh that
χ(a, b) = ∂ρ(a, b) =
∑
ρ(a(1))ρ(b(1))ρ
−1(a(2)∨b(2)).
Sine the symmetri produt ∨ is graded ommutative, the expression on the
right is symmetri and χ(a, b) = (−1)|a||b|χ(b, a).
For the reiproal statement, suppose that χ is a symmetri 2-oyle. We
dene a 1-ohain on S(V ) by indution on deg(v). Set ρ(1) = 1, ρ(v) = 0 for
all v ∈ V , and ρ(u∨v) = χ−1(u, v) for all u, v ∈ V (whih is well dened beause
χ is symmetri). Now assume that ρ is dened on all elements up to degree
≤ n. For a, b ∈ Sym(V ) with deg(a) + deg(b) = n + 1 and deg(a), deg(b) ≥ 1
(for a or b of deg(0) what is to be shown holds automatially), set
ρ(a∨b) =
∑
χ−1(a(1), b(1))ρ(a(2))ρ(b(2)). (37)
Then ρ is well dened beause χ−1 is symmetri, and therefore ρ(a∨b) =
ρ((−1)|a||b|b∨a), and beause ρ(a∨(b∨c)) = ρ((a∨b)∨c) if deg(a) + deg(b) +
deg(c) = n + 1 and deg(a), deg(b), deg(c) ≥ 1. To show the latter equality,
we use equation (37), the 2-oyle ondition (23) and oassoiativity of the
oprodut to write
ρ(a∨(b∨c)) =
∑
(−1)|c(1)||b(2)|χ−1(a(1), b(1)∨c(1))ρ(a(2))ρ(b(2)∨c(2))
=
∑
(−1)|c(1)||b(4)|+|c(2)||b(4)|+|b(1)||b(2)|+|c(1)||c(2)|χ−1(a(1)∨b(1), c(1))
χ−1(a(2), b(2))χ(b(3), c(2))ρ(a(3))ρ(b(4)∨c(3))
=
∑
(−1)|b(1)||b(2)|χ−1(a(1)∨b(1), c(1))χ−1(a(2), b(2))
ρ(a(3))ρ(b(3))ρ(c(2))
=
∑
(−1)|b(1)||b(2)|χ−1(a(1)∨b(1), c(1))ρ(a(2)∨b(2))ρ(c(2))
= ρ((a∨b)∨c).
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Finally, inverting (37) to obtain ρ−1(a∨b) =
∑
ρ−1(a(1))ρ
−1(b(1))χ(a(2), b(2)), we
an easily show that ∂ρ = χ. In fat,
∂ρ(a, b) =
∑
ρ(a(1))ρ(b(1))ρ
−1(a(2)∨b(2))
=
∑
ρ(a(1))ρ(b(1))ρ
−1(a(2))ρ
−1(b(2))χ(a(3), b(3))
=
∑
ε(a(1))ε(b(1))χ(a(2), b(2)) = χ(a, b).
Proof of Lemma 3.5
We rst onsider an auxiliary Lemma.
Lemma B.1. Let χ be a 2-oyle. If χ is symmetri on V ⊗ V , then χ is
symmetri on Sym(V )⊗ Sym(V ), i.e. χ ∈ Z2sym.
Proof. Let χ be a 2-oyle suh that χ(u, v) = (−1)|u||v|χ(v, u). We prove by
indution that χ ∈ Z2sym. Suppose that χ is symmetri on all elements a ⊗ b
with deg(a) + deg(b) ≤ n, and let deg(a) + deg(b) + deg(c) = n + 1, with
deg(a), deg(b), deg(c) ≥ 1. Using the graded ommutativity of the symmetri
produt ∨, the 2-oyle ondition (23) and the indution hypothesis, we obtain:
χ(a, b∨c) =
∑
(−1)|a(1)||a(2)|+|b(1)||b(2)|+|b(1)||b(3)|
χ−1(b(1), c(1))χ(a(1), b(2))χ(a(2)∨b(3), c(2))
=
∑
(−1)|a(1)||a(2)|+|b(1)||b(2)|+|b(1)||b(3)|+|a(1)||b(2)|+|a(2)||b(3)|
χ−1(b(1), c(1))χ(b(2), a(1))χ(b(3)∨a(2), c(2))
=
∑
(−1)|a(2)||b(2)|+|b(1)||b(2)|+|c(2)||c(3)|
χ−1(b(1), c(1))χ(a(1), c(2))χ(b(2), a(2)∨c(3))
=
∑
(−1)|a(1)||c(2)|+|a(2)||b(2)|+|a(2)||c(3)|+|b(1)||b(2)|+|c(2)||c(3)|
χ−1(b(1), c(1))χ(c(2), a(1))χ(b(2), c(3)∨a(2))
= (−1)|a||b∨c|χ(b∨c, a).
This ompletes the proof.
We are now ready to prove the main statement that the map µ : B2 ×
R2asym → Z2 given by the onvolution produt is bijetive.
Let χ be a 2-oyle. Dene the Laplae pairing λ by λ(u, v) := 12 (χ(u, v)−
(−1)|u||v|χ(v, u)) for all u, v in V extended to Sym(V ) by (1) and (2). λ is an
antisymmetri Laplae pairing aording to the denition (29). By Lemma 3.2
λ is a 2-oyle and hene σ := χ ⋆ λ−1 is also a 2-oyle. Note that the
inverse of λ is the Laplae pairing dened by λ−1(u, v) = −λ(u, v). Thus, σ
evaluated on V ⊗V yields σ(u, v) =∑(−1)|v(1)||u(2)|χ(u(1), v(1))λ−1(u(2), v(2)) =
χ(u, v) − λ(u, v) = 12 (χ(u, v) + (−1)|u||v|χ(v, u)). That is, σ is symmetri on
V ⊗ V . By Lemma B.1 this implies that σ is symmetri on all of Sym(V ) and
thus by Lemma 3.4 a 2-oboundary. By onstrution χ = σ ⋆ λ, i.e. χ an be
written as a produt of a 2-oboundary σ and an antisymmetri Laplae pairing
λ. Hene µ is surjetive.
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Now take σ˜ ∈ B2 and λ˜ ∈ R2asym. Dene the 2-oyle χ := σ˜ ⋆ λ˜.
Construt σ ∈ B2 and λ ∈ R2asym out of χ as above. Then for u, v in V ,
χ(u, v) =
∑
(−1)|v(1)||u(2)|σ˜(u(1), v(1))λ˜(u(2), v(2)) = σ˜(u, v) + λ˜(u, v). Hene
λ(u, v) = 12 (χ(u, v)−(−1)|u||v|χ(v, u)) = 12 (σ˜(u, v)+λ˜(u, v)−(−1)|u||v|(σ˜(v, u)+
λ˜(v, u))) = λ˜(u, v). We have used that λ˜ is antisymmetri by assumption while
σ˜ is symmetri by Lemma 3.4. Sine λ and λ˜ are Laplae pairings oiniding
on V ⊗ V they must be idential. Consequently σ = χ ⋆ λ˜−1 = σ˜ ⋆ λ˜ ⋆ λ˜−1 = σ˜.
This shows that µ is injetive.
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